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We take care of everything
Although Caljan Automatic Document  
Handling & Labeling Systems are self-con-
tained, they integrate easily with your supply 
chain applications. This doesn’t make things 
more complex for you; We take full responsi-
bility for the whole project, including periph-
eral equipment like conveyors, scanners, 
cameras and industrial scales. 

Our objective is to maintain and even 
heighten your competitive edge. 
We are keenly aware that reliability is a must. 
All components are low maintenance and de-
signed specifically for industrial applications.  
Your ROI is in focus at all times; all Caljan 
systems integrate intelligently to maximize 
your throughput. 

We provide:
• Print & Apply Labeling Systems scaled to 

match your requirements.

• Automatic Document Handling.

• Cost-effective Packaging.

• Seamless integration with existing 
systems.

You get guaranteed throughput
Caljan Automatic Document Handling and 
Labeling Systems are developed to meet your 
specific requirements, using open architecture. 
As our system designers are specialists in 
Automation Technology, we are able to guar-
antee that the throughput specified is what we 
deliver. 
Your new system will be fully integrated with 
existing equipment, so the automated flow is 
cohesive and streamlined.
Make no mistake, we don’t sign off on a 
project until it is up and running to your  
complete satisfaction.

        Caljan equipment is 
  developed around standard 
    industrial components to  
   match specific requirements
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Automatic Document Handling

Handle shipping documents and other papers 
as effectively as your Warehouse Manage-
ment System handles goods.
• Happy customers receive the  

documents they expect.
• Time is saved when orders are changed 

at the last minute; shipping papers are not 
printed before they are needed.

• Manpower can be deployed where 
human touch adds value.

Print & Place 
Pick lists, delivery notes, invoices etc. are 
printed as they are required. The documents 
are collated, then accurately placed in the ap-
propriate box – making your in-line  
parcel handling process both quicker and 
more flexible.

Print, Fold & Place 
Labels are printed and zig-zag folded. 
This neat stack is then deposited in the 
appropriate container, once it has been identi-
fied and is in position. All done in-line and 
automatically. 

Print & Pouch
Get rid of the bottleneck; automate your D-
Note process. Use Print & Pouch and increase 
throughput by up to 600%.
Costs are reduced too, as shipping papers are 
printed, folded and applied in a swift, auto-
matic process. 

Print & Merge
After shipping documents are printed in-line, 
these are merged with items travelling along 
the conveyor belt. 
The process of merging is quite unique. 
Without disturbing the fragile balance of items 
stacked one on top of another, documents 
are inserted from underneath the conveyor. 
The stack remains stable and the documents 
remain in place. Costs relating to manually 
handling shipping documents are completely 
eliminated. 
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 Enrich customer experience 
      & increase sales by  
  exceeding expectations
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Caljan Labeling Systems

The modular concept of Caljan Labeling 
Systems means you get a solution that is engi-
neered to meet the requirements of the specific 
application.
We print and apply labels onto ANY item that 
can be transported on a conveyor 
— accurately and at high speed.

Your success depends on our accuracy
Caljan Labeling Systems give a perfect match, 
whether
• Applied from the side or from above 
• Applied around a corner
• Positioned at varying heights 
• Positioned at individual coordinates
• Positioned at multiple heights 

We stick with it, whatever the challenge
Surface-sensing technology used in our 
Labeling Systems ensures labels stick firmly to 
uneven surfaces such as pallet feet and free-
hanging textiles.
Hot-melt adhesive or staples are used to make 
sure ID labels remain in place on pallet feet, 
which have a porous surface. 
Caljan Labeling Systems can apply  
highly-readable monster labels to rounded 
shapes and full-color resilient labels when 
required. 
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  Finding the best solution is 
    not just components, it’s  
  how they work together
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Logistics Automation Technology

You have our support 

Since 1963 Caljan has specialised in helping 
parcel carriers, retailers and manufacturers 
around the world handle loose cargo efficiently. 
Using highly engineered Logistics Automation 
tech nology, we optimize the supply chain.
We can support multi-site and multi-country 
projects, ensuring a consistent level of safe, 
high-quality equipment across your network 
and facilities.
We can quickly be on hand; with advice in the 
planning stage right through to installing, after 
sales & service — including remote diagnostics.


